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Redefining your conveying solution...

Our Products Have Gained Recognition Not Only
In The Domestic Market But Also Internationally
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WHO WE ARE

SHRI RAM Industries is a pioneer manufacturer
and exporter of metal (mesh) conveyer belts. We
are engaged in manufacturing, processing and
trading of belts with all kinds of wire and wire
mesh. The company uses quality wires, with
quality workmanship and precision going in
every belt manufactured. We can manufacture a
belt to carry any weight, to run straight, to move
without any guidance, to move material up and
down and to carry it around corners. The
products offered by us have gained acclaim all
over the world and we take pride in maintaining
such superior standards.
Our metal (mesh) conveyer belt are used in
application at temp between -50oC to 1150oC.
Our main products are Balance Belts, Double
Balance Belts, Compound Balance Belts,
Greatex Belts, Duplex Belts, Rod Reinforced
Belts, Conventional Link Belts, Chain Drive, Wire
Belts and Flat Wire Belts. Our company is known
for new innovations and to produce products that
show higher efficiency and consistency.
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SHRI RAM Industries has well equipped inhouse production unit with latest equipments,
advanced technology, strict management
system and testing methods. We enjoy a good
reputation and sincerely hope to establish a long
term relationship with our esteemed customers.
Our emphasis has always been on quality,
customer satisfaction and continuous
innovation.
OUR QUALITY
Quality has always been our prime concern and
as a company we have always laid a lot of
emphasis on the same. The entire production
procedure is the result of stringent quality
measures that are adopted by us.
AREA OF APPLICATIONS
Glass and ceramics: these belts are used in
annealing, decoration, firing and curing
fibreglass. Food industries: these belts are used
in washing, baking, dewatering, cooling and
freezing.

Balance Belts
The balanced weave consist of left
and right hand spiral joined with a
crimped cross wire. These types of
belts are mostly used in food
processing, glass industries, ceramic
and metal working industries etc.

Double Balance
Belts
Double balanced metal (mesh) belt is
similar to the balance weave
construction, however it incorporates
pairs of right and left hand spiral joined
at crimped or straight rods.

Wire Mesh Belts
The Belt Is Wire Mesh Belt / LK4G Belt
these type of Belt is Mostly used in
frying the snacks and namkeens in
Food Industry

LK4 Wire Mesh
The Belt is Wire Mesh Conveyor Belt /
LK4 Conveyor Belt these type of belt is
commonly used in Foods and
Beverages Industries, and other
industries
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Single Balanced Belt
The Belt is Single Balanced and Compound
Balanced Belts these belts all spirals are
connected to each other by the left and right
hand sided by the cross rod and also used in
Food Industries for the food and vegetables
washing and frying snacks.

Compound
Balance Belts
Compound balanced metal (mesh) / lk3 belt
is produced by right and left hand spiral. The
compound balance metal.

Greatex Belts
Greatex Belts are similar to balanced weave
construction. It is produced by right and left
hand spiral and is more closely joined

Wire Belts
Wire Belts (Enrober) are light weight, easy to
handle and quick to install. The wire belt is
sprocket driven to provide positive
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Rod Reinforced Belts
Rod reinforced belt is manufactured by straight
reinforcing rods between the spiral of single
weaves. This reduces longitudinal stretch and
contraction under high temperature.

Flat Belt
Flat Belt is used for an open construction for
quick drainage and air circulation. The design is
to ensure easy cleaning.

Chain Drive
Chain drive (Positive Drive) belt offers straight drive
mesh belt weave. It is side chain driven typically
balanced weave. More open mesh belts are connected
to the chain by rod passing through the mesh.

ROD Belt
ROD BELT is a mostly used for loading
conveyors and vegetable washing or light
passing purpose. It is best for weightage
product transfer one place to another place .
Chain also connecting with heavy rod
diameters
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Eye Link
Conveyor Belt
The eye link belt/ link belt consist of all links
joined by the cross rod. These type of belts are
commonly used in food processing industries,
and other industries etc.

Duplex Belts
Duplex belts are produced by straight
reinforcing rod between pair of single weave
duplex belt.

Conventional
Links Belts
The balanced belts/ weave consist of left and right
hand spiral joined with a crimped cross wire. These
types of belts are commonly used in food
processing, glass industries, ceramic and metal
working industries etc.

Belt Specification
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The products offered by us are of superior
quality and cater to a wide array of
applications. Our products have gained
recognition not only in the domestic market
but also internationally and we take pride in
maintaining such superior standards.
• Spiral Pitch
• Distance Between Cross Wire
• Diameter Of Cross Wire
• Diameter Of Spiral Wire
• Roller Chain Pitch
• Distance Of Crossed
• Width Of Mesh
• Total Length Of Rod

Simplex chain
The simplex / industrial chain this is the mostly
used in all type of industries and also available
in different type of sizes for customer needs
and wants.

Simplex Hollow Chain
The chain is simplex hollow pin chain this also
used in every industry for customers satisfaction
also available in different sizes and different
materials.

Roller Hollow chain
The hollow roller chain this also used in
every industry for customers satisfaction.

Sprocket
The chain sprocket these products are mostly
used in automobile industries, food industries,
beverages industries, and other industries for
connecting with the motors.
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OUR PRESTIGIOUS CLIENTELE

VERMA FOOD INDUSTRIES

Gulab Singh & Co.,
Ghaziabad

SEEP

PVT. LTD.

Syam Engineers Food
Process

SHRI RAM
INDUSTRIES

Redefining your conveying solution...

Office:
Khasra No. 786, Behind Lajwanti Palace
Sihani Road, Ghaziabad-201001, Uttar Pradesh (India)
Mobile:
+918586865672, +919599285671
Email:
sriindustries20@gmail.com
info@shriramindustries.co.in

HITESH TM
ENGINEERING

KANCHAN METALS PVT. LTD.
www.snackfoodmachines.com

GUNGUNWALA

FOOD EQUIPMENT PVT. LTD.

